THE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION GAMES: MIMICKING IMPACT INVESTING
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The article addresses an issue that could result in profound changes in the ability of the United States to resolve the most pressing humanitarian and global problems of our times. It provides an analysis of the tools required to enable US donors to do more good. In an efficient market, capital ends up in its most productive use. In charitable giving, donations are not always allocated to their most effective use due to an absence of information regarding what is accomplished with collective charitable investment. The article sets forth the concept of an “efficient charitable market,” which is predicated upon the ability of donors to make informed decisions about where to invest. The article proposes that a newly developed U.S. business sector at the intersection of the for-profit and nonprofit worlds holds valuable tools for providing donors with the ability to engage in more efficient giving.

INTRODUCTION

The UN has stated, “Millions still live in extreme poverty, yet the world has enough money, resources, and technology to end poverty.” If the charitable market could perform with the efficiencies intrinsic to the financial markets, it could have profound impacts on the betterment of humankind. Unfortunately, the charitable market is not remotely as efficient as the private sector. This is due to many reasons. One reason is the problem with our current U.S. cross-border giving laws. This problem was evaluated in the first two articles of this series. However, even if we
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fix this problem, an efficient flow of funds is still impeded unless we equip
donors with the information they need to receive the best return, or what is
termed social impact, on their investment. In this article, I outline how we
may provide donors with the information they need to direct funding to
those charities that will put it to the most productive use. This end goal of
achieving an efficient charitable market would allow us to address some of
the most pressing problems confronting our global society today.

The “Efficient Market” and Why The Charitable Market Falls Short

In an efficient market, private sector investors rarely receive returns
that exceed average market returns given the amount of information (and
fluidity of funds) available at the time of the investment. With the financial
market, the quality of an investor’s return on his or her investment is
obvious and easily measured: it is money received. However, in the
charitable market, measuring return or social impact is not well defined.
Social impact may be thought of as what the charity has accomplished with
a donation. It presupposes that charities would be able to report
information on such accomplishments.

In the efficient charitable market, donors receive largely varying
returns because often they do not have access to the information necessary
to make an informed investment decision. Donors currently cannot
differentiate between effective and ineffective charities because there is not
a standardized method for measuring social impact and relaying that
information to them in a way that is relevant. We have failed to request
this information from charities, and charities have not determined this
information for themselves. A donor who gives to a charity that a charity
reviewer or evaluator recommends will receive more measurable social
impact for his or her buck than a donor who does not; nevertheless, even
they are falling short of providing donors with complete information. As
Steven Goldberg points out, donors often do not know what charities are
accomplishing, but rather only what they are trying to accomplish.
Charities report on their efforts instead of their results. This restriction of
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information highlights inefficiencies of the charitable market because it shows investments often do not end up with the highest performing charities.

Impact Investing Has the Right Tools for an Efficient Charitable Market

The measuring social impact problem that plagues the charitable sector and prevents an efficient charitable market is notable absent from an emerging U.S. business sector known as impact investing. This new economic sector seeks to use the best of business thought to resolve social and environmental problems. Like the charitable sector, impact investing has social impact as a goal, but it has profit earning as another. In other words, it is a growing sector for those consumers and investors who are increasingly making their choices based upon their “personal, social, and environmental values” and thus demand that businesses have a double bottom line: profit and social impact. A double bottom line means that a business will earn a profit for investors and produce a benefit to society or social impact. This sector has resulted in a new legal structure known as a benefit corporation, and well-known companies, such as Patagonia, are gaining consumer and investor attention. In order for investors to make informed choices within this sector, “new assessment tools” and a process for “transparent decision making” have been developed. In sum, impact investors want benefit corporations to be transparent and accountable in their measuring of profit and social impact. From its inception, impact investing has had the mechanisms necessary to ensure efficiency, i.e., the flow of capital to those companies that will put it to its most productive
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In the charitable sector, donors are becoming more focused on the actual achievement of social good in the same way that impact investors are, especially in terms of today’s most pressing global problems. If a level of efficiency similar to what is present in the financial markets is to be reached in the charitable market, charities must become more transparent and accountable in terms of how they measure social impact as well. The solution is to provide charities with proper assessment tools, akin to those used in impact investing.


In this article, I identify how impact investing tools may help to establish an efficient charitable market. Part I explains the origins of impact investing and why it holds valuable keys for measuring social impact in the charitable sector today. Part II examines how an accessible tool used in impact investing may serve as part of the solution for the problem of measuring social impact. Part III answers how donors, once equipped with accurate social impact information, may select a charity in which to invest. This article sets forth a way to direct investment to those charities that will put it to its most productive use in order to establish a more efficient charitable market by examining the tools used in impact investing.

I. IMPACT INVESTING & ITS RELEVANCE TO THE CHARITABLE SECTOR

A growing movement in the U.S. business sector centers around equipping companies with a new business model that will allow them to “combine a social mission with a business engine” and to show results in terms of profits and social impact, i.e., the double bottom line.\(^1\)\(^6\) This movement has resulted in impact investing.\(^1\)\(^7\) Impact investors include the following: “large foundations, traditional financial institutions, high net worth individuals, and government agencies.”\(^1\)\(^8\)

A crucial step in establishing an efficient charitable market is providing donors with a way to determine which charities will put capital to its most productive use. Accordingly, donors need to know what
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“return” they will receive if they invest in a given charity. In the charitable sector, a “return” is the social impact or good accomplished. Without a way to measure social impact, donors cannot make an informed decision about where to invest.

As explained in this section, it would make sense that the same tools impact investors use to make informed decisions would be integral to donors. After all, both impact investors and donors want to know what social impact their dollars have had, and they must choose where to invest among numerous organizations.\(^\text{19}\) The only difference is that impact investors also want to know what profit their dollars have made. In this section, I explore the recent history of impact investing, why its tools make sense for the charitable sector, and the current state of and thought on the problem of measuring social impact and comparing options within the charitable sector.

A. Origins of Impact Investing

The most important shaper of impact investing by a wide margin has been B Lab, a nonprofit organization established by former corporate executives.\(^\text{20}\) In fact, B Lab’s stated aim is to create the sector.\(^\text{21}\) Accordingly, B Lab’s three initiatives have centered around the following: (1) advancing “legislation [to create] a corporate form, [i.e.,] the benefit corporation [or B corporation]”, (2) “[building] a community of certified B corporations”, and (3) “[speeding up] the growth of impact investing “through use of [customized tools that allow investors to] hold companies accountable for creating both profit and social good.”\(^\text{22}\) I will consider the first initiative briefly below before turning to the third initiative, which holds the most relevance in terms of creating a more efficient charitable market.

B Lab has successfully completed its first initiative. A necessary component of impact investing is a specialized corporate form,\(^\text{23}\) in the same way that a nonprofit corporation is an essential component of having a charitable sector.\(^\text{24}\) B Lab drafted the legal documents state legislatures
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have used to introduce a groundbreaking corporate structure known as the benefit corporation. At present, nineteen states and the District of Columbia have adopted this structure. One of the “benefits” of this corporation is that directors and managers are shielded from shareholder lawsuits challenging their decision to give greater weight to social benefit than to profit in making business decisions. Notably, there have been several approaches to creating this sector as a distinct one within the overarching system of capitalism. Currently, there are approximately 1,000 benefit corporations in the United States, which is a relatively small number when viewed in light of the charitable sector and the business sector.

At the same time, the impact investment movement is growing not only within the United States but also globally; therefore, it is particularly adaptable to the system that I proposed in my previous articles. For example, the United Kingdom introduced a Community Interest Company (CIC) structure in 2004. Prior to the enactment of the CIC structure, Belgium developed a form known as the for-profit/for-purpose Société à Finalité Sociale (SFS). Many other European countries are leaning toward adopting similar laws. In order for efficiency to exist, donors must be able to select among not only U.S. charities but also international charities that will put funds to their most productive use.

Under current law, unlike nonprofit organizations, benefit
corporations cannot take in tax-deductible contributions. Thus, impact investing operates in the space between confronting global problems through grants in the case of “nonprofit philanthropy and government aid” and maximizing profits as a sole aim in the case of mainstream investing.

At the same time, the overall approach of impact investing holds keys to improving the charitable sector, and the charitable sector must take advantage of the innovative tools impact investors are using to enable donors to direct their investment to the most effective providers of social good.

B. Why Impact Investing Makes Sense for the Charitable Sector

After the legal structure for impact investing was established, new assessment tools were designed to ensure transparency and accountability for investors. Transparency and accountability are two hallmarks of impact investing, and they are crucial to investors in deciding which companies will put their funds to their most productive use. Companies participating in this sector must subject themselves to an “annual review by outside evaluators” in addition to declaring their intent to be ethical firms that promote social good while also seeking profit. In addition, B Lab has assisted with the development of tools necessary to keep companies transparent and accountable in terms of achieving profits and social impact. The charitable sector may use these same tools to inform donors of their most effective funding options within this sector.

Increasingly, donors are not willing to settle for just engaging in giving. They are becoming more results oriented, which means they are holding charities more accountable. Eric Thurman, CEO of Geneva Global, which provides research and grant management for philanthropists internationally, refers to this as performance philanthropy. In the financial marketplace, no one refers to how much stock they own as an indicator of how well their investments are doing. Similarly, today’s donor does not want to give a substantial amount to a charity without understanding the resulting return or social impact of the donation. Doing so would be poor management and not the way to address the global problems of today. An impact investor expects a financial return and a return in the form of social impact. Thus, impact investors demand a degree of rigor in terms of
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measuring social impact, which is missing in the charitable sector.\textsuperscript{40}

By looking to impact investing, the charitable sector may bring new assessment tools to bear that will improve internal accountability for charities and assist donors with deciding which charities will produce the most social good per dollar of investment. Both impact investors and charitable donors need a measurement of social impact to make their respective sectors more efficient.\textsuperscript{41} An efficient charitable market will only exist if there are standardized measures of impact and a way to compare the performance of charities. This is evident in the impact investing marketplace. However, the current charitable marketplace lacks meaningful, standardized measures. As a result, donors also lack the ability to compare charities based upon these measures, e.g., ratings.

C. \textit{Current State of Charity Review and Evaluation}

Donors today lack guidance in terms of deciding which charities would put their dollars to their most productive use, and global problems are persisting as a result.\textsuperscript{42} There are ways to determine how much of a donation will go toward the charity’s mission and whether the charity is meeting its stated goals. As John Wasik stated in a \textit{New York Times} article last year, “Most [current services and strategies] can help you determine if your dollars will reach the charity’s ‘mission’ — and whether a nonprofit organization is effective in what it is striving to do.”\textsuperscript{43} Nevertheless, donors are left to puzzle over how much social impact their money has accomplished and over how to decide to give to one charity versus another in this context. Today, donors are becoming more selective in their choice of charities.\textsuperscript{44} One possible reason for this is that donors become more selective as more information becomes available.\textsuperscript{45} A crucial question for donors today is where to turn to find information about which charities are effective.\textsuperscript{46} Given the current deficient evaluation of charities, donors are
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left to seek advice from, inter alia, wealth managers, nonprofit accountants, or estate-planning attorneys. The following paragraphs survey the current landscape in terms of U.S. charity review and evaluation.

In terms of charity reviewers and evaluators, there is not one that gives donors information sufficient to determine the measurable social impact of their donations or to determine a ranking or rating. This stands in sharp contrast to impact investing. First, the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") attempts to collect information on charities through Form 990, the annual report charities are required to file. However, the information reported on Form 990 is limited in scope and essentially covers only the charity’s income, program expenditures, mission, and the salaries of its most important executives.

A fundamental problem with current charity reviewers and evaluators is that they do not provide much more information than the IRS. GuideStar provides information on over 1.8 million IRS-registered charities, but it primarily offers free access to Form 990. Premium subscribers are granted access to financial analysis and to outside contractors of the charity. As Wasik notes, there is one integral aspect of evaluation missing in terms of GuideStar: “What GuideStar does not do is give a qualified rating of a charity.” Lindsay J. K. Nichols, a spokeswoman for GuideStar, has commented, “[GuideStar] is not a charity evaluator.”

In examining actual charity evaluators, one still finds a lack of ratings or rankings that would be useful to a donor in deciding how to give most effectively. While the BBB Wise Giving Alliance (“the BBB Alliance”), which is affiliated with the Better Business Bureau, provides the most rigorous evaluations in the sector, it also fails to provide an overall rating, leaving the donor to compare charities and to reach a decision based upon
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limited information.\textsuperscript{55} Currently, the BBB Alliance offers reviews of 1,300 national charities and 10,000 charities through its local affiliates to the public free of charge.\textsuperscript{56} Its evaluation process involves determining whether a charity has satisfied twenty accountability standards that deal with, inter alia, governance, oversight, and effectiveness.\textsuperscript{57} It conducts an assessment of charities every two years at no cost to them.\textsuperscript{58} After evaluation, the BBB Alliance assigns each charity to one of five possible categorizations: (1) “accredited [i.e., all 20 standards satisfied]”, (2) “standards not met”, (3) “unable to verify”, (4) “did not disclose”, or (5) “review in progress.”\textsuperscript{59} Accredited charities may pay a fee (contingent upon size) to secure a license for using the BBB Charity Seal online and in other promotional material.\textsuperscript{60} As of the end of 2012, approximately forty percent of charities evaluated met all 20 standards and were accredited.\textsuperscript{61}

The remaining players in the field of charity evaluation are less comprehensive than the BBB Alliance.\textsuperscript{62} Charity Navigator reports on over 7,000 charities and assists users with finding charities that are doing work in an area in which they are interested.\textsuperscript{63} Its main focus is on informing users of a given charity’s “financial health, accountability and transparency.”\textsuperscript{64} Again, no overall numerical rating comparable to that used in the financial markets is present. Charity Navigator utilizes a star
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rating system. It consolidates information from Form 990 to determine, inter alia, how much of a charity’s income goes to its program and what amount is used for administrative costs and fundraising.

There are a few salient conclusions that may be made about the current state of donor access to information regarding a charity’s use of funds. First, it is clear that Form 990 does not contain enough information to assist a donor with making the right choice. Many times a review of audited financial statements will be necessary but not sufficient. Another problem in reporting today is joint cost allocation, which refers to a charity’s lumping of program expenses together with those expenses associated with fundraising. According to the BBB Alliance, over twenty percent of national charities today engage in such allocation. In addition, even those charities that seek to evaluate their own effectiveness rarely use independent auditors or promote the type of transparency that would be beneficial to donors. Moreover, charities do not report on how well their program suits their mission. As Wasik noted, “Organizations may be funding ineffective ways of addressing their mission.” The donor is left to figure out whether academic research supports the program or course of action chosen. This issue is discussed further in the next section.
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Another evaluator, CharityWatch, assigns a grade to charities but only in terms of whether they have engaged in abuses or in terms of red flags.73 CharityWatch does not rate charities based upon their social impact. At present, it has rated approximately 600 charities and assigned them a grade of A through F, dependent upon whether the charity has participated in abuses.74

Part of the problem is the sheer number of charities registered in the United States alone, which as of 2012 was over 1.4 million.75 GiveWell, a rating agency, has attempted to resolve the evaluation dilemma by simply recommending a small number of charities per year.76 In selecting these charities, GiveWell determines whether the charity’s program is “proven, cost-effective, scalable and transparent.”77 Alexander Berger, GiveWell’s senior research analyst, has stated, “because we’re aiming to find the best giving opportunities possible—not to rate every charity—we don’t research charities that are unlikely to excel on our criteria.”78 Thus, a solution is to narrow the number of charities that will be evaluated.79

D. Current Thought on Measuring Social Impact

The ability to measure social impact or “return” on investment is essential to the establishment of a more efficient charitable market.80 In order to understand why impact investing makes sense for the charitable sector, one must first consider current thought and what the overall objectives of a system, i.e., a methodology, of measuring impact are. There have been numerous attempts to develop a methodology for measuring
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social impact for charities. In answering the question of what we should look for in terms of a way to measure social impact, scholars and professionals have missed the mark. The system does not have to be perfect. In the charitable sector, one must start with the premise that charities should satisfy a basic qualitative analysis before being subject to further evaluation. Charities satisfying this analysis should measure and report their social impact to donors, and the system they use to do so only needs to have two characteristics: (1) exceed the current situation and (2) have the ability to become more accurate.  

1. Narrowing the Field of Charities for Review – A Qualitative Approach

Broadly speaking, the methodology for measuring social impact may be qualitative or quantitative, and both approaches have been suggested for the charitable sector. This sub-section will briefly explore a qualitative approach. Although a qualitative approach does not encompass the requirements for a more efficient charitable market, it is a good starting point. Obtaining the information necessary for a quantitative approach is costly and requires the cooperation of charities and charity evaluators. A qualitative approach may be used to narrow the field of which charities should undergo a more extensive quantitative analysis as a step toward a more efficient charitable market.

As Eric Thurman has suggested, the underlying idea of a qualitative approach for measuring social impact is to ensure that funds are not given to causes but rather to outcomes. The central question is the following:

81. Goldberg, supra note 4, at 207. Drawing an analogy to how security prices, though imperfect, are useful in terms of evaluating a potential investment, Goldberg explains in the charitable market context, a system of measuring social impact must simply (1) exceed the current situation and (2) have the ability to improve. See id. at 197 (“When all is said and done, securities prices are nothing more than convenient approximations that market participants accept as a way of simplifying their economic interactions, with a full understanding that market prices are useful even when they are way off the mark, as they so often are. In fact, that’s the whole point of markets: to aggregate the imperfect and incomplete knowledge held by vast numbers of traders about how much various securities are worth and still make allocation choices that are better than we could without markets. Philanthropists face precisely the same problem: how to make better use of limited information to maximize output, in this case, social impact. Considering the dearth of useful tools available to donors today, the solution doesn’t have to be perfect or even all that good, at least at first. It just needs to improve the status quo and get better over time.”) (emphasis added).

82. Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, former CEO, Geneva Global (June 2, 2014); see also Geneva Global, http://www.genevaglobal.com (last visited Aug. 21, 2014) (“Core to our mission at Geneva Global is the belief that all philanthropic giving should be
What are the proxies that can be used to show results are occurring? For example, in the context of combating human trafficking, the proxy is not how many young women have been rescued from brothels, but rather how many brothels exist. Giving to the outcomes necessitates asking the right questions. Thurman has commented that this type of approach requires a charity to do more than just show it passed a financial audit. After all, a charity may be able to produce a receipt for each expense but in essence have accomplished very little. A financial audit tells the donor that the charity is adequate, but it does not tell the donor whether the charity is good at what it does. In sum, most charities are not held accountable for their outcomes. A qualitative approach addresses this problem and plays a crucial role in the process of helping donors select top performers.

Thurman developed a qualitative approach that he trained a team of philanthropy evaluators to use known as “need, program, results,” or “NPR.” This approach involves asking a series of questions designed to determine whether the charity has the framework in place to produce desired outcomes. Following is a list of the questions:

1. Is the program tied to the need?
2. If so, does it produce results?
3. Will a donation bring about change?

By focusing initially on whether a charity is “set up” to produce desired or stated outcomes, one can sort through which charities are likely to put donations to their most productive use more easily. If a charity’s program is not tied to the need or problem, the charity will not be able to put donations to a productive use because it will consistently put donations to the wrong use. If a charity has selected the wrong program, none of its program expenditures will result in the best use of funds because they will not address the need. Thurman’s approach is a circular one but in a positive sense. After answering the three questions above, the next question is whether there is less need than there was previously.
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A recent article in the Stanford Social Innovation Review reinforces Thurman’s case for the use of qualitative analysis. Most importantly, the authors contend that nonprofits need to set the agenda in terms of evaluation and should use a qualitative approach in addition to a quantitative one. They point out that if nonprofits do not shape the evaluation conversation, donors will do it for them. They note five specific items that nonprofits should talk more about in terms of evaluation. First, nonprofits should focus more on their purpose and their strategy for achieving it. As the authors advise, “all nonprofits should have a clearly defined theory for how they will create change that connects their strategies and programs to the results that they anticipate.” Second, nonprofits should spend more time discussing people. Donors often want nonprofit assessment to include quantitative assessments, e.g., the number of people indirectly affected. However, too much emphasis on quantitative analysis reduces a nonprofit’s impact to a series of numbers. The authors promote a more balanced approach that includes qualitative assessments as well: “Qualitative assessments that draw on conversations with people are often more consistent with how nonprofits operate, and they are also a methodologically valid form of evaluation.” Third, nonprofits would benefit from drawing attention to the big picture. In other words, evaluation should consider how a given nonprofit’s work fits within the collective transformation of an area. Fourth, nonprofits should not shy away from discussing their challenges. Their failures and lessons learned are beneficial in terms of collective learning. Accordingly, the authors urge nonprofits to highlight not only monitoring but also transparency as a goal in evaluation. Finally, nonprofits should encourage more learning. Currently, donors (who focus more on monitoring than learning) have a much louder voice in evaluation than beneficiaries and
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nonprofit workers who are directly involved and who may facilitate learning.\footnote{Id.}

Of these, the first recommendation seems the most relevant in terms of Thurman’s qualitative approach. Granted, there are elements of quantitative analysis that are required with Thurman’s approach. The only way to determine whether results have occurred is to count them on some level. One may argue that the metrics associated with making this determination in impact investing are too cumbersome. Others may contend that we should stop focusing on precision and ensure a charity’s results are accurate.\footnote{Michael McCreless & Brian Trelstad, A GPS for Social Impact, STAN. SOC. INNOVATION REV., Fall 2012, at 22.} However, Thurman advocates narrowing “proxies” or results in making a determination of whether a charity is putting funds to their most productive use, which means less quantitative analysis is necessary. This requires an identification of which indicators will demonstrate whether success is occurring, and typically, five or six should be used. Thurman argues that a totally open scale would lead to endless arguments. A necessary component after any analysis is undertaken is grading or ranking if the information will be meaningful to a donor’s decision to give.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, supra note 82.} Instead of assigning each charity a numerical score, Thurman advocates assigning one of three grades based upon a charity’s stage of success: “pass,” “fail,” or “adequate.”

He notes that a pervasive misconception is waiting for longitudinal data, as discussed later. While some commentators in the area have advocated triangulating information,\footnote{Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, supra note 82.} Thurman turns the other direction. He notes the focus should not be on perfect due diligence since what is needed is only enough information to allow the donor to make the right decision.\footnote{Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, supra note 82.} He has stated that business-grade due diligence is enough and draws a parallel to a financial investor attempting to beat the market.\footnote{See Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, supra note 82; see also McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 22 (“[Precision] distracts us from attainable and accurate estimates of social impact, when in most situations, accuracy (‘the truth’) is more important than precision (calculating estimates to two decimal points).”).} This is a very different approach from academic due diligence which tends to expend resources on finding the most precise and complete picture of information.\footnote{See Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, supra note 82; see also McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 22 (“[Precision] distracts us from attainable and accurate estimates of social impact, when in most situations, accuracy (‘the truth’) is more important than precision (calculating estimates to two decimal points).”).}

Thurman and his dissenters (who prefer a more complex approach to measuring social impact) agree on the importance of asking what
difference a given donation has made.\textsuperscript{112} Thurman notes that in certain contexts, such as disaster relief, the answer to that question is how many lives were saved as a result of the donation, i.e., costs per life.\textsuperscript{113} Really, it comes down to whether the program is aligned with saving a life from the outset and then what has occurred. For example, his company funds an educational program in Serbia to help young women avoid being trafficked.\textsuperscript{114} The cost of educating one of these women may be recorded, and a charity may report to donors how much of a donation contributed to tuition. At the same time, the donor would never know what would have happened to one of the students in the absence of such funding, but under Thurman’s approach, that is not worth agonizing over in thinking through how much information the donor should have.\textsuperscript{115}

A qualitative-focused review, like NPR, serves as the best way of determining which charities merit a further evaluation of social impact, which ultimately would lead to a rating. The goal should be to provide donors with the information they need to make an informed choice among charities, as this would create a more efficient charitable market where funds are being directed to the most effective providers.

2. A System for Measuring Social Impact of Charities Selected for Review

Turning to the system for measuring social impact of selected charities, it is apparent that the impact investing approach makes sense for the charitable sector. As explained earlier, impact investors expect social impact as a return on their investment in the same way that donors have in recent years. Since impact investors also expect a financial return, the sector has had to bring a level of rigor commensurate with the financial markets to bear upon the measurement of both elements of their return. Financial markets are not overburdened by the desire to have perfect information, and this mindset is reflective of the approaches used in impact investing to measure social impact. As a result, in adopting a system for measuring social impact, the charitable sector should look for one that has two characteristics: (1) exceeds the current situation and (2) has the ability to become more accurate.\textsuperscript{116} The following sub-section addresses those two characteristics in the context of the charitable sector.

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{112} McCreless & Trelsta, \textit{supra} note 106, at 22.
  \item\textsuperscript{113} Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, \textit{supra} note 82.
  \item\textsuperscript{114} Telephone Interview with Eric Thurman, \textit{supra} note 82.
  \item\textsuperscript{115} Cf. McCreless & Trelstad, \textit{supra} note 106, at 22 (asserting the importance of ensuring that a charity’s results are accurate).
  \item\textsuperscript{116} Goldberg, \textit{supra} note 4, at 197, 211–12.
\end{itemize}
a. Exceed the Current Situation

Examining the first of these two characteristics, the current situation may be exceeded by changing the source of questions for charities, i.e., not leaving what information is extracted up to donor requests. Too often donors request the wrong type of information from charities. They are concerned about how much of their donation is used for overhead versus a stated cause.\textsuperscript{117} The current market does not require charities to be the effective providers of information they need to be for donors: “[M]arket incentives of the nonprofit world push charities toward happy anecdote and inspiring narrative rather than toward careful planning, research, and evidence-based investments.”\textsuperscript{118} I would propose that charities should bear the responsibility for providing the information relevant to donors in making their investment decisions just as companies do. In impact investing, the companies, rather than the investors, maintain responsibility for tracking social good accomplished.\textsuperscript{119} For example, Patagonia, the first California benefit corporation, maintains audit reports on its website and a list of its suppliers, and it also issues a publication that sets forth its environmental impact.\textsuperscript{120}

The reason charities need to provide a measure of social impact is because it represents the “return” and serves as a way to help donors decide to give to one charity versus another. In contrast, stock market investors are provided with “convenient approximations” in the form of stock prices and dividends that allow them to simplify their economic decisions.\textsuperscript{121} Stock prices provide a snapshot of how much stocks are worth, and even if they are not wholly accurate, they serve as an aggregation of information about how much stocks are worth.\textsuperscript{122} Stock investors are able to make better investment decisions because of the existence of the market and within that system stock price and payment of dividends.\textsuperscript{123} Even though stock investors do not have fully complete and accurate information, price is “sufficiently accurate to enable [them] to make reasonably intelligent

\textsuperscript{117} Dan Pallotta, The Way We Think About Charity is Dead Wrong, TED.COM (Mar. 11, 2013), http://www.ted.com/talks/dan_pallotta_the_way_we_think_about_charity_is_dead_wrong.
\textsuperscript{118} Ken Stern, With Charity for All: Why Charities Are Failing and A Better Way To Give 19 (2013).
\textsuperscript{119} Wilburn, supra note 8, at 16.
\textsuperscript{120} Wilburn, supra note 8, at 16.
\textsuperscript{121} Goldberg, supra note 4, at 197.
\textsuperscript{122} Goldberg, supra note 4, at 197.
\textsuperscript{123} See Goldberg, supra note 4, at 197 (discussing the readily available indicia used by stock market investors to make easier economic decisions).
decisions . . .”

124. Goldberg, supra note 4, at 209.
126. See Leslie G. Espinoza, Straining the Quality of Mercy: Abandoning the Quest for Informed Charitable Giving, 64 S. CAL. L. REV. 605, 669 (1991) (“The notion that individuals will go to a state office to scrutinize financial reports before they [donate] is absurd. Even if the donating public were to become increasingly informed and know to request [Form 990] from the charity . . . very few donors would have the inclination or ability to scrutinize that kind of complex information.”).

127. Stern, supra note 118.
128. See Bouri, supra note 9, at 158 (discussing the auditing implications of a scheme in which charities provide donors with information about the charity’s investments).
129. Bouri, supra note 9, at 158.
130. Bouri, supra note 9, at 158.
131. Goldberg, supra note 4, at 197, 211–12.
132. This is discussed further in Part I-D-2-b, infra.
put in place for measuring social impact are focused on accuracy and have the ability to be improved. In fact, the systems undergo regular updates.  

II. MEASURING SOCIAL IMPACT OF SELECTED CHARITIES WITH IRIS

If we look to the efforts of the impact investing movement, we can derive a system of measuring social impact that is appropriate for creating an efficient charitable market. Impact investors have devoted time and effort to developing a way to measure impact “reliably and consistently” because they recognize doing so will “help [them] to direct [their] efforts to the projects that offer the greatest promise for change.” Following is a discussion of one of the greatest tools at the hands of social impact investors today: a system known as Impact Reporting & Investment Standards (“IRIS”).

A. A Brief Explanation of IRIS and Why It Would Work for the Charitable Sector

IRIS is comprised of a set of standardized metrics designed to assess an organization’s “social, environmental, and financial performance.” For purposes of this article, its ability to determine social performance, i.e., social impact, is most relevant. In 2008, The Rockefeller Foundation, Acumen, and B Lab developed IRIS; in 2009, it became an initiative of The Global Impact Investing Network (“GIIN”), a nonprofit organization whose goal is “to increas[e] the scale and effectiveness of impact investing.” IRIS was designed to overcome a stubborn barrier to the goal of getting funds into the hands of organizations that will produce the most social good. It confronts the problem of the inability of investors to “define, measure, and track” the performance of organizations which they are funding. Investors wanted a system of measuring social impact in a standardized manner that would help ensure an “efficient flow of capital”

134. McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 22.
137. GIIN, supra note 135.
138. GIIN, supra note 135.
139. GIIN, supra note 135 (stating that this barrier is the result of a lack of “transparency, credibility, and consistency” in terms of measuring social impact).
This tells us that at the heart of IRIS was efficiency, which is the same goal that I put forth for the charitable market. As a result, an examination into IRIS is highly relevant for establishing a more efficient charitable market; ultimately, IRIS may serve as a model for standards to be used in measuring social impact in the charitable sector. Impact investors have realized that in order for impact investing to grow, there must be “rigorous, standardized measures” in place for them to use. In other words, in order for efficiency to exist with respect to impact investing, there must be a standardized way to measure social impact. As Amit Bouri comments, “The proliferation of [impact investing] activity has made evident the inefficiencies and constraints that result from the lack of both a common language to describe impact, and basic market intelligence such as performance benchmarks.”

In examining IRIS, it is clear the two characteristics of a system for measuring social impact detailed earlier are met. IRIS exceeds the current system that charity services and evaluators are using, and it has the ability to be more accurate over time. IRIS was developed to help solve, inter alia, the problem of unsuitable impact measurement and the related problem of absence of performance comparability data within the impact investing industry. IRIS also seeks to accomplish the following over time: (1) the development and correcting of the IRIS system; (2) growth of awareness of and accessibility to IRIS; and (3) promotion of voluntary use of the system through self-reporting that will lead to performance data and thus other market intelligence.

In 2011, the GIIN released the first IRIS performance data report, which is an overview of reporting organizations by sector and/or region. This report contains data on over 460 such businesses. Six funds submitted the data contained therein, including Acumen Fund and Root Capital. It provides an overview of these businesses, including their

140. Bouri, supra note 9, at 146.
141. See Bouri, supra note 9, at 146. (explaining that, while remaining relevant to investors and organizations, IRIS is useful in terms of developing the impact industry as a whole).
142. Bouri, supra note 9, at 147.
143. Bouri, supra note 9, at 147.
144. Bouri, supra note 9, at 147.
145. GIIN, supra note 135.
147. GIIN, supra note 135.
148. GIIN, supra note 135, at 3.
profitability by sector and/or region. This is a small number in terms of the overall number of organizations in the impact investing industry, and thus only provides limited understanding of it for now. However, in the future, such reports will help to inform investors further and to ensure funds are flowing to the most effective organizations. The same type of performance data reports may be generated for the charitable sector with the goal of securing a more efficient charitable market.

As Amit Bouri states, IRIS “performance data” may be used “to complement conclusions extrapolated from anecdotes.” The very criticism about charities resorting to stories of “happy anecdote” would be countered with the use of IRIS. The goal of a more efficient charitable market may be facilitated through IRIS: “Ultimately, [the] IRIS initiative seeks to enable more informed allocations of resources across the impact investing industry.” The same holds true in terms of using IRIS in the charitable sector.

IRIS would enable charities to communicate their value cogently to donors by reporting on their performance. In addition, donors would have a standardized way to measure performance across organizations. Suddenly, donors would be able to compare and to aggregate performance data before making a decision to fund or to continue funding a given charity. Overall, this system for measuring social impact would be a highly effective tool in the hands of donors in the charitable sector. The GIIN provides IRIS as a “free public good” designed to encourage greater “transparency, credibility, and accountability” in terms of social impact measurement throughout the impact investing arena. Presumably, the charity reviewers and evaluators discussed in Part I would fulfill the role of the GIIN. The next section discusses how it may be implemented in more detail.

B. How IRIS Would Work in the Charitable Sector

Charities would choose to report data to an IRIS initiative either on their own or through working with “data collection partners.”

149. GIIN, supra note 135, at ii.
150. Bouri, supra note 9, at 156.
151. Bouri, supra note 9, at 156.
152. Bouri, supra note 9, at 150.
153. Bouri, supra note 9, at 150.
154. Bouri, supra note 9, at 150.
155. Bouri, supra note 9, at 150.
156. About IRIS, supra note 136.
157. Currently, impact investors work with “data collection partners” such as the Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs (ANDE), the Microfinance Information Exchange
simply, IRIS enables the reporting of data based upon “consistent terms and definitions” across charities. Indeed, IRIS is similar to a dictionary, providing terms and definitions typically used in measuring social impact. Prior to IRIS, impact investing organizations were left to make their own “unique performance indicators” instead of relying on industry standards. As stated earlier, charities and donors currently come up with their own standards of what is valuable and that approach is not working. At the same time, IRIS does leave the choice of standardized terms up to the individual charity. In other words, charities may select the indicators that are relevant to and best reflect their purpose and goals. After these indicators are selected, one may compare and aggregate performance based upon standardized data. Eventually, charity evaluators, such as the BBB Alliance and Charity Navigator, should play a role in determining which IRIS indicators are well suited for various areas of the charitable sector. For example, the world’s top provider of microfinance data, MIX, has worked to ensure its taxonomy is congruent with that of IRIS’s. Similarly, ANDE, “a global network of organizations” with the aim of advancing entrepreneurship in developing nations, is collaborating with its individual members to assess which IRIS indicators best suit the need of measuring the success of new businesses. If charity reviewers and evaluators serve as partner-organizations, they would be useful in assisting with aggregating data, which would result in “market intelligence” that is beneficial to the entire charitable sector.
These partners may use IRIS to construct frameworks customized for specific sectors, which would serve as another resource for both charities and donors.\textsuperscript{169} The more charities that opt into reporting IRIS standards, the greater the value of the standards.\textsuperscript{170}

C. Getting Charities On Board

The main challenge clearly is convincing a subset of charities to serve as the first adopters.\textsuperscript{171} The utility of IRIS is dependent upon charities’ voluntary adoption of it. There are a number of reasons why a charity would choose to report data using IRIS standards. First, a given charity would be able to differentiate itself from other charities with the same or similar charitable purposes. The assistance to donors that the data provides is significant for a charity in attracting additional funds. IRIS’s standardized terms and definitions allow charities to take the guesswork away for a donor who wants to know what its outputs are and how its outputs coagulate to produce outcomes over a number of years.\textsuperscript{172} Second, donors are able to determine the cost of outputs since IRIS provides a way for them to measure “unit cost of one output” across a given endeavor or purpose.\textsuperscript{173} As a result, a charity can showcase its ability to provide cost effective solutions, more advantageous economies of scale, etc.\textsuperscript{174} Finally, a problem for charities is securing the technical know-how and funding necessary to measure impact and to determine the “output indicators” that are most relevant in terms of their “intended outcomes.” IRIS provides an accessible, user-friendly, and clearly delineated “set of impact indicators” that charities may use.\textsuperscript{175} Presumably, these early adopters will recognize IRIS’s innate value, i.e., simplifying impact reporting, helping with donor decision-making, and demonstrating a commitment to producing social impact.\textsuperscript{176} Once the utility of IRIS is accepted, it has the ability to serve as

\textsuperscript{169} Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 149.
\textsuperscript{170} See Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 149 (describing the network effects of the IRIS initiative).
\textsuperscript{171} See Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 146 (stressing the importance of early adopters and suggesting that the IRIS initiative will become increasingly useful as the number of users increases).
\textsuperscript{172} Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 154.
\textsuperscript{173} See Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 154 (illustrating how IRIS helps investors calculate the value of an enterprise’s outputs).
\textsuperscript{174} Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 154.
\textsuperscript{175} Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 154.
\textsuperscript{176} Bouri, \textit{supra} note 9, at 154.
a standard throughout the sector.\textsuperscript{177}

Granted, IRIS does require a collective commitment and additional costs.\textsuperscript{178} Charities will have to devote time and resources to implementing the system.\textsuperscript{179} At the same time, in the impact investing context, users have reported that this devotion has resulted in immediate benefits, including better internal management and advantages to their investors.\textsuperscript{180} Specifically, starting a system of measuring impact has resulted in the ability to find ways to cut costs and other strategic movement.\textsuperscript{181} Moreover, if a group of donors (who already require a charity to provide specific indicators of performance) all agree to the same set of IRIS indicators, ultimately a charity will save time by being able to provide a single assessment.\textsuperscript{182} Thus, as stated, charities that use IRIS will be able to attract more capital because it serves as a way for them to communicate their performance in terms of a credible, data-centered system.\textsuperscript{183} To be meaningful, IRIS indicators should reflect an organization’s self-proclaimed method and impact goals.\textsuperscript{184} IRIS serves as the next step after a qualitative approach is used.

Another interesting point is that “network effects” may result from the use of IRIS.\textsuperscript{185} A system of comparison using the IRIS standards is the most significant in terms of an efficient charitable market and is discussed in Part IV. Importantly, Bouri states that an ecosystem springing from IRIS “may expand to include impact investing professionals and scholars who can further refine, analyze, and apply IRIS data.”\textsuperscript{186} Given the innate value and network effects of a system of comparison, an IRIS-like system for the charitable sector meets the objective of providing a way to measure social impact.

IRIS is a system that will grow and adapt to the changing needs of the

\textsuperscript{177} Bouri, supra note 9, at 154.
\textsuperscript{178} Bouri, supra note 9, at 154.
\textsuperscript{179} See Bouri, supra note 9, at 154 (explaining the challenges that lay ahead for IRIS).
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\textsuperscript{181} See Bouri, supra note 9, at 155 (“[T]echnical assistance providers have noted that enterprises often find cost savings and strategic advantages when they begin the measurement process.”).
\textsuperscript{182} See Bouri, supra note 9, at 155 (“[I]nvestors may identify different benefits for their investees, such as decreased reporting time, if multiple stakeholders agree to a set of IRIS indicators.”).
\textsuperscript{183} See Bouri, supra note 9, at 158 (highlighting that use of IRIS has the potential to increase access to capital for innovative charitable enterprises).
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charitable sector. Although impact investing and, accordingly, historical observation of the utility of IRIS are only emerging, it is clear that “industry standards” will develop and serve as a source of tremendous value to this new sector. Numerous future benefits will result from starting the process of having charities opt into the system. Difficulties in collecting data and adopting IRIS will be identified over time. Some charities will choose to customize further frameworks used to report data through IRIS. Perhaps most significantly, reports of aggregated performance data will enable a more complete analysis of the charitable sector and contribute to its overall effectiveness.

Those already using IRIS in the impact investing context have found it to be of immense value in terms of internal management and in terms of providing investors with the information they need. The spread of IRIS necessary to create a critical mass that will one day result in market intelligence for the impact investing industry will depend upon whether early adopters of the system share their experiences with others, and on their willingness to cooperate with efforts to produce aggregated performance reports. These same two actions will be essential for IRIS to lead to a more efficient charitable market. The network effects of IRIS will result in greater enrollment in the system. As donors begin to make decisions about giving based upon “a set of standards and then [to] track and [to] make decisions based on these data,” networks and organizations will need to emerge to further market intelligence and to assist with presenting “credible, standardized, and useful information.” Just as IRIS may be used within the impact industry to “open a vast new pool of capital . . . to address the world’s most pressing social and environmental problems,” it may be used to direct charitable funds to their most productive use in terms of these same problems. Ultimately, the network effects of IRIS will help “to increase the efficiency of social and environmental performance management so that effective [organizations] receive the capital they need to scale their impact.”
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III. THE GPS APPROACH WILL GET CHARITIES IN THE WRONG DIRECTION

While IRIS does provide several advantages for measuring social impact, some impact investing managers have found it to lack the characteristics of a complete assessment tool. They have advocated using an approach that incorporates IRIS and goes beyond it. Social impact investing managers Michael McCreless and Brian Trelstad, both of whom have worked at social investment funds Root Capital and Acumen Fund, have commented: “Measuring social impact is a quixotic pursuit.” While they have conceded that IRIS is a useful tool for measuring, managing, and reporting on social impact, and even perhaps relevantly staying generally aligned with other funds in terms of investment decisions, it is still incomplete.

According to McCreless and Trelstad, the reason IRIS is incomplete is because the social investor who desires to discover the “real social impact” of his or her investment must know what would have happened if the investment had not been made, and that occurrence is fictional. Such investors would like to know how lives have been changed as a result of the investment. The authors point out that these changes typically are unobservable, and even if they were, they would be difficult to quantify. Even if they were quantifiable, the form in which they are reported would be subject to “different cultural and economic ‘currencies.’” The authors underscore this issue with a poignant example: how could an investor compare the social impact of a bed net that prevents one Kenyan child from contracting malaria with a loan to a farmer resulting in crop production that generates food and income? They argue that while IRIS is a useful starting point, it only measures social impact along one axis. McCreless and Trelstad advocate a more complex approach known as the GPS approach. The GPS approach has been designed to assist, inter alia, in the future selection of organizations in which to invest.

201. McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 21.
204. McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 21.
205. Although there are other approaches besides IRIS and GPS, these are the only two viable systems being put forward as ways of measuring impact. See, e.g., Relationship Between SROI and Other Approaches, THE SROI NETWORK, http://www.thesroinetwork.org/publications/publications/cat_view/217-relationship-
consider whether the GPS approach is a better choice than IRIS alone for measuring social impact in the charitable sector. Ultimately, I conclude that the GPS approach falls behind IRIS due to its complexity, associated administrative problems, and likely overloading of donors.

A. IRIS + Accurate Estimates of Social Impact = GPS Approach

McCreless and Trelstad start with a basic premise: any system for measuring social impact should be accurate. They note there should be a focus on obtaining “accurate estimates of social impact” instead of on precision. Accuracy would provide donors with a truthful picture of what their funds have accomplished rather than a decimal point-based figure. While impact measurement is “unsolvable precisely, [it is] quite solvable imprecisely and accurately.” In sum, they argue most methodologies attempt to be both accurate and precise, and a different approach is needed. The problem with increased focus on precision is that the methodology will be too expensive. The problem with less focus on precision is an inevitably less rigorous methodology that is “often imprecise, inaccurate, or both.” Ultimately, this polarity pushes organizations or assessors into having no data (due to over focus on precision) or to accepting data that is likely inaccurate (due to a lesser standard of rigor). The authors argue that instead of focusing on precise numerical figures to make investment decisions, donors simply need a way to make an accurate estimate about a charity’s work, so they may decide which organizations will put their funds to the most productive use. Accurate estimates may be obtained through using a combination of methodologies, including IRIS, or what the authors term the “GPS approach.”

between-sroi-and-other-approaches (last visited May 6, 2014) (listing documents explaining alternative approaches and arguing that the Social Return on Investment (“SROI”) method may serve as a complement to IRIS and GIIRS). GIIRS is described infra in Part IV.
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212. See McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 21 (explaining that the authors refer to their approach as the GPS Approach because it involves “a process of triangulation similar to that of a GPS, which combines multiple satellite signals to triangulate an accurate estimate of a person’s location on Earth,” stating that the GPS approach was developed to respond to an over-emphasis on precision, and noting “accuracy” may be accomplished through a rigorous combination of methodologies to put forth a “compelling and accurate story”).
reliably and consistently . . . to direct [investment] to the projects that offer the greatest promise for change.”213 McCreless and Trelstad definitively contend that IRIS should serve as part of this approach.214

They argue the GPS approach would be useful to charities not only in communicating their performance to current and potential donors but also in gaining a better understanding of their use of resources. As McCreless and Trelstad point out, “The GPS approach helps us to converge on a single, internally consistent, and well-articulated point of view on which projects have greatest impact, for use both in setting internal strategy and in external communication.”215 These advantages are relevant to and translatable to the charitable context. Nevertheless, there is a current rating system that relies upon IRIS that would be more amenable to the charitable context at this time, which I discuss in Part IV.

Under the GPS approach, three dimensions of impact are examined.216 First, the type of impact (e.g., outputs or outcomes) or the nature of the person/organizations to be assisted is identified.217 IRIS is used to determine the comparability of outputs across organizations.218 Second, the scale of impact or the number helped is analyzed.219 Third, the depth of change per type of impact, per person is considered.220 Specifically, this last dimension refers to the “change in subjectively experienced well-being [captured by the economic term ‘utility’] associated with [stated] outcomes.”221 This would mean social impact is equal to a sum comprised of the following: (1) changes in well-being (e.g., depth), (2) for all impact types, (3) for all intended people (e.g., scale). In terms of implementing the GPS approach, the authors have developed a “Social and Environmental Scorecard” (“scorecard”) that charities could use to evaluate their impact along the three dimensions. For example, social investment fund Root Capital’s222 scorecard provides the following in terms of information about
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222. Root Capital is a social investment fund that serves farmer associations and private organizations in rural areas of Africa and Latin America by providing capital to support sustainable environmental practices. Our Approach, ROOT CAPITAL, http://www.rootcapital.org/our-approach (last visited Aug. 8, 2014); see also McCreless & Trelstad, supra note 106, at 22 (discussing how the GPS approach focuses on type of
loans made to small farmers internationally: (1) four types of impact—(a) incomes, (b) worker treatment, (c) community, and (d) environment; (2) scale—the number of farmers affected; and (3) depth—for each of the four types of impact identified. The authors note that the GPS approach satisfies the need for an “intellectually coherent approach” for measuring social impact. This approach allows for more organized thinking and a better framework for discussing impact.

B. Problems with the GPS Approach

Underscoring the difficulty with any system designed to measure performance, including those associated with the financial markets, the authors themselves find the GPS approach still wanting. Although the GPS approach, like IRIS, is focused on output metrics, even the authors advocate supplementing the three dimensions of the GPS approach with more in-depth information in certain cases. The authors emphasize the need for examining other data such as “enterprise- or project-reported information, site visits . . . , case studies and other reports by third parties, qualitative and quantitative surveys . . . , data gathered using new approaches to mobile technology, and literature reviews,” while not neglecting to factor in cost data to determine cost-effectiveness. In sum, the authors advocate estimating a given project’s impact in terms of the three inputs identified (type of impact, scale, and depth) along with cost-effectiveness and casualty. If a charity has provided an IRIS profile and a scorecard (satisfying the GPS approach factors) that indicates more in-depth studies would be beneficial, presumably the charity would have attracted enough funds through its performance to finance more in-depth studies. However, this is a daunting list even if the primary aim is not to conclude an analysis of an organization with great precision. Although the authors are not advocating a more in-depth analysis of every organization, the sheer added complication makes it unlikely this approach will be adopted throughout the charitable sector.

The threshold question of who will conduct the GPS approach for well-meaning donors (who do not run their own funds or have their own social investment managers) is a valid one. Presumably, larger foundations

---
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such as the Gates Foundation and the Moore Foundation, could designate individuals to conduct these analyses and make the results public. In addition, one of the charity reviewers and evaluators mentioned earlier could undertake this type of approach and make the results available online. Finally, donor-advised funds could choose to use this approach to provide information to clients about their registered charities. However, there is no guarantee that will be true.

There is also the question of whether donors would become overwhelmed by having so much additional information available. Stock market investors also have a plethora of information about company performance at their disposal, but they do not need to appeal to each source each time they seek to make a decision about investing. They are able to isolate those factors that are most relevant given a circumstance. It is unclear whether the same ability would apply right away in the charitable context.

C. The Importance of Comparability

Measuring social impact is only the first step in the process of getting the right information into the hands of donors; the next step is providing them with a way to compare charities (based upon such measures). One valid advantage that the GPS approach has over IRIS is its rating or grading of organizations. The authors argue that after accurate estimates are
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obtained, projects may be compared. The GPS approach is the beginning stage of a system that will combine results from varying methodologies to produce accurate categorization based upon level of social impact. Ultimately, they conclude their approach will result in standards of comparability, i.e., what are “unacceptable, acceptable, and outstanding levels of impact.”

Even if a donor has complete information about performance (under IRIS or alternatively the GPS approach which utilizes IRIS), without comparability data, the choice among similar charities still would be a difficult and an ill-informed one. One need only consider the frustrations in selecting the “best performing” printer, digital camera, or smartphone by reading about the features of each to understand the problem of information overload for proper decision-making. Simply stated, efficiency requires that investors or donors have the ability to compare organizations. It is only through a system of comparability, i.e., a rating system, that investors and donors will end up allocating resources to those organizations that will put their funds to their most productive use. The ability to compare organizations is of crucial importance in terms of efficiency, and the GPS approach satisfies this by giving donors this ability. The GPS approach provides a way to sort organizations based upon level of impact, e.g., “failure, status quo, success, [or] game changer . . . ” The authors also refer to “impact teams” who would produce ratings, so organizations may be sorted by level of impact.

Nevertheless, while IRIS alone does not address comparability, it is a system that allows for comparability as even McCreless and Trelstad have noted. There is a current rating system that is based upon IRIS and that is used in impact investing today. I examine this rating system in the next section. McCreless and Trelstad denounce it on the grounds that it tries to determine a “common numerical index.” They contend this is wasted effort, and instead investors should look to a measurement system that combines and triangulates various pieces of information “to rank or categorize [organizations] by level of impact.” However, McCreless and Trelstad’s viewpoint is a result of their placing too little emphasis on the value of comparability overall. They state that, “once we are confident in
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the accuracy of our assessments, we can shift our focus to . . . perhaps comparability.”238 Comparability is an essential component of establishing a more efficient charitable market and not an item that should be loosely communicated through grades for now and then refined later. Complicating the assessment process decreases the chance that reliable comparability, which is essential, will occur.

McCreless and Trelstad are arguing for an assessment system that involves combining methodologies, and thus, they believe IRIS should be supplemented with their GPS approach. They argue certain charities may choose to measure their social impact further along the three dimensions of the GPS approach, presumably by completing scorecards. I would conclude that IRIS is the appropriate starting point. As McCreless and Trelstad assert, assessment should focus on accuracy, not precision. IRIS already provides accurate information about a charity’s social impact, and the GPS approach, while perhaps more accurate, places an additional burden on the donor or on a charity reviewer or evaluator willing to take up the cause. Adding more complexity to the area of measuring social impact is not an appropriate step at this time.

Eventually, donors will learn how to navigate various assessment systems; however, in the meantime, they merely need a way to measure social impact that is better than the current system and has the ability to become more accurate, as explained. The IRIS system, combined with a system of comparability based upon it, does provide the basis for a solution for today that is adaptable to future needs. A crucial question is how we can translate an accurate measurement of social impact to a decision to invest in one charity versus another. I address that question in the next section, which focuses on achieving comparability data, i.e., a rating system based upon IRIS.

IV. COMPARING CHARITIES BY SOCIAL IMPACT – GIIRS (A RATING SYSTEM BASED ON IRIS)

Even if we solve the problem of measuring impact with IRIS, we still are left with the following question: how can donors make the right decision now that performance information is available? An ability to compare charities is required. The GPS approach, which incorporates IRIS, provides a way of rating charities by level of social impact and assigns charities a category by social impact level, including “failure, status quo, success, [or] game changer.”239 However, as explained, this
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approach requires tremendous effort on the part of donors or on the part of charity reviewers and evaluators. What is needed is a standardized system for rating and comparing charities independent of donors that is based on IRIS. I propose that a charitable equivalent of the current rating system used in impact investing provides a solution to the problem of comparability.

A more general rating system based solely on IRIS is necessary for a more efficient charitable market. Impact investing has developed a solution to this problem for its investors, and this solution is the proper one for the charitable sector as well.\textsuperscript{240} It uses a rating system (based upon the standardized metrics in IRIS) that compares organizations, inter alia, across sectors and geographically.\textsuperscript{241} A rating system similar to the one used in impact investing would allow donors to select top-performing charities more easily and would result in a more efficient charitable market. Thus, within a given sector, geographic location, or other indicator field, donors would be provided with a ranking of top performers. Following is an examination of the rating system currently used in impact investing known as the Global Impact Investing Rating System (“GIIRS”) and a discussion of why the charitable sector should also adopt it.\textsuperscript{242}

A. A Brief Explanation of GIIRS

In 2011, B Lab, the nonprofit mentioned in Part I, launched GIIRS, and IRIS serves as the basis for it.\textsuperscript{243} GIIRS is “the world’s first platform for rating and analyzing investments based on their social and environmental impact.”\textsuperscript{244} B Lab’s purpose in launching GIIRS was to increase growth in impact investing by allowing investors access to the corporate social responsibility programs of companies in a manner similar to how they would analyze companies’ “financial risk and return.”\textsuperscript{245} A modification of this rating system should be used to enable donors to consider whether their funds are flowing to those charities that are producing the most social impact per program dollar expended.

GIIRS is best understood through an examination of how it works alongside IRIS to assist investors. Similar to IRIS, GIIRS streamlines the process of measuring social impact for multiple investors, or in the case of
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the charitable marketplace, multiple donors. GIIRS uses a survey, known as an Impact Assessment, that results in a rating for organizations that is similar to what Morningstar or Moody’s provides in the financial market context.\footnote{246} The survey itself is largely consistent with IRIS standards. As Bouri notes, “the GIIRS survey uses many IRIS [terms and] definitions in its questions about social and environmental performance.”\footnote{247} Every two years the GIIRS rating system is updated.\footnote{248} Essentially, GIIRS gives impact investors a complete, comparable, and objective assessment or rating of an organization’s social and environmental impact.\footnote{249} It provides investors with the tools they need to analyze aggregated performance data on social impact, generally collected through IRIS.\footnote{250} Put simply, GIIRS helps investors select the right organizations within a given area and makes impact investing more efficient.

B. GIIRS and IRIS: A Comparison

GIIRS may be better understood by examining how it is similar to and different from IRIS. In terms of social performance, GIIRS is a comprehensive rating whereas IRIS is a set of standardized metrics used to describe performance.\footnote{251} B Lab manages GIIRS, and the GIIN manages IRIS.\footnote{252} In terms of use, GIIRS provides a third-party or objective evaluation about performance, whereas IRIS is used by the organization to track and manage performance, and by investors to obtain relevant performance information.\footnote{253} The information required for each differs as well. For GIIRS, users complete an Impact Assessment that involves a set of required questions dealing with multiple aspects of work, which specifically are based upon on the organization’s size, sector, and region.\footnote{254} There are currently over forty versions of the Impact Assessment, each of
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which elucidate a company’s impact while collectively providing a standardized methodology and an overarching framework. Each GIIRS Assessment contains 15-20 weighted questions covering the following four “Impact Areas”: Governance, Workers, Community, and Environment. Each of these four areas contains several sub-categories as well.

Unlike GIIRS, IRIS does not have required metrics that must be used. Instead, IRIS users are able to choose their metrics and do so in light of their activities, impact objectives, and investor requirements or other criteria. With GIIRS, the data collected is standardized because Impact Assessments are used. With IRIS, the organization is responsible for collecting data. The final step of reporting is completed by GIIRS (along with third-party verification) and self-reported by the organization to its investors and voluntarily to IRIS.

In sum, IRIS provides a standardized set of metrics, whereas GIIRS provides comparable metrics that will ensure efficient capital flow to the organizations that will put such capital to its most productive use. GIIRS helps investors decide where their funds should go in light of how well an organization is doing relative to others in terms of social impact. Impact investors may use GIIRS to examine the social impact of organizations across several factors: “geography, sector, industry, and size.” Charitable donors also need this tool if IRIS is to be relevant to their investment decisions.

C. Does GIIRS Work and How Would It Apply to the Charitable Sector?

After just two years, GIIRS has had a notable effect on impact investing, which suggests a similar platform could produce the same for charitable giving. Currently, over 6,000 companies use GIIRS.
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Remarkably, “[i]n May 2013, 63 funds and 409 companies from 30 countries were in the process of obtaining a GIIRS rating, and 21 institutional investors had declared a preference for GIIRS-rated investments in their impact investment portfolios.”\textsuperscript{265} One of the reasons for its success was its well-executed start. With the launch of GIIRS in 2011, fifteen GIIRS Pioneer Investors agreed to prefer “GIIRS-rated funds and companies.”\textsuperscript{266} The GIIRS Pioneer Investors represent, inter alia, a variety of private equity investors and include worldwide financial institutions and foundations, e.g., J.P. Morgan, The Rockefeller Foundation, and W.K. Kellogg Foundation.\textsuperscript{267} Two years later, 53 GIIRS Pioneer Funds experimented with management of almost $2 billion in assets in 30 countries.\textsuperscript{268} The GIIRS Pioneer Investors and future users realized the value of “credible, comparable metrics on impact.”\textsuperscript{269} By 2016, GIIRS intends to make available Impact Ratings for over 2,500 companies and over 350 funds, providing over 150 investors with the means to benchmark social performance in the same manner that financial performance currently is assessed.\textsuperscript{270} GIIRS is offering an essential “capital markets infrastructure” to the impact industry.\textsuperscript{271} This same infrastructure would be of immeasurable value to the charitable sector.

The next logical step for the charitable sector would be to incorporate B Lab’s recently launched GIIRS system to assist donors with comparing the social impact of various charities. The GIIRS system is translated easily into relevance for the charitable market. The Pioneer Investors in the charitable context would be a group of U.S. donors, individuals, private foundations, or donor advised funds, who agree to make their decisions to contribute to a given charity based upon that charity’s GIIRS rating. GIIRS Impact Assessments of the charities would be completed annually as well. The GIIRS Impact Assessments would be based upon specialized impact areas with sub-categories for each area. Charity evaluators would serve as the third-party verifiers, and charities would choose whether to report their
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ratings to IRIS. GIIRS would solve the problem of assisting donors with a way to compare charities based upon uniform standards of performance and would ultimately result in a more efficient charitable market.

CONCLUSION

In order for an efficient charitable market to exist, the charitable sector must enable donors to determine which charities will put an investment to its most productive use. Donors currently do not have the information necessary to make informed decisions about where to give. As a result, their funds often do not flow to the most effective charities. As this article has shown, impact investing holds valuable solutions for this problem. Both impact investors and charitable donors need standardized measurements of social impact in order for efficiency to exist. These measurements allow them to evaluate their “return” on a given investment. Before considering how impact investing tools may resolve this problem, it is important to consider the criteria to be used in narrowing the number of charities for review in terms of social impact and the overall criteria of a system for measuring social impact of selected charities. In terms of the former, charities should undergo the qualitative review set forth known as NPR. This review would reveal, inter alia, whether a given charity’s program is well suited for solving a stated need. Any charity failing to satisfy the review would not require further review since it would not be able to provide the most social good per dollar of investment for a given cause. In terms of the latter, under current thought, a system for measuring social impact only needs to exceed the current situation and have the ability to become more accurate.

An impact investing tool known as IRIS satisfies the criteria for a system of measuring social impact in the charitable sector. IRIS provides a standardized set of metrics, and it is adaptable to the changing needs of the sector. An alternative tool for measuring social impact recently introduced to impact investing, the GPS approach, is too cumbersome and dependent upon third-party actors to be relevant at this time. The question of how donors may compare respective charities by level of social impact was resolved through looking to a rating system based upon IRIS known as GIIRS. A modified version of GIIRS would provide a way to ensure funding of effective charities. If we provide donors with a way to determine where their charitable dollars will do the most good through establishing a more efficient charitable market in the manner set forth, the most pressing global and humanitarian problems of today stand a chance of being resolved during our lifetime.